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The current environment sees some significant distortions in markets, not 
seen before. Unconventional monetary policy has strengthened the hunt 
for yield in the equity market and pushed “expensive” interest rate sensitive 
assets higher. Meanwhile, the uncertainties surrounding China weighed 
heavily on the market, with resources declining and oil hitting $38 a barrel.  

We caught up with Martin Conlon to discuss some of the main themes  
driving the Australian Equities market recent performance and what       
investors should expect from their allocation to Schroders Australian      
Equities. 
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We have seen a large fall in the    
Australian share market. Has         
anything changed? 

Much of the impetus for higher asset 
values over recent years has been    
provided by lower interest rates, both by 
allowing companies to borrow more 
cheaply and through the effect of lower 
discount rates on valuations.  Second 
order effects have been to make both 
the economy and the stock market more 
dependent on financials, given the     
sector’s disproportionate benefit from 
increased levels of household and    
corporate debt.  The inevitable corollary 
is increased sensitivity of the market to 
small changes in interest rates or      
potential instability from a more highly 
geared system.  Interestingly, energy 
and materials stocks have remained at 
the epicentre of market falls, despite 
already large losses, as negative share 
price momentum perpetuates investor 
panic.  From a fundamental perspective 
changes in the operating environment 
for most companies have been relatively 
immaterial. 

 

The majority of companies have now 
released their results. Have these 
been in line with your expectations?  

Results have been characterised by 
subdued levels of organic growth across 
the majority of sectors.  Companies in 
which the dominant profit drivers are 
asset prices and interest rates (e.g. 
banks, fund managers and real estate 
developers) have generally fared better 
than peers.  Commodity and energy 
business earnings reflected a tough   
operating environment, although many 
have made strong progress on cost   
reduction.  Strong results were sparse 
and often characterised by unusual and 
somewhat unexplainable revenue 
strength (e.g. casino and gaming     

businesses) or acquisition driven growth 
where low funding costs have enabled 
strong earnings accretion. 

 

What is your view on the banks     
following the sell-off over recent 
weeks? 

Although bank valuations have retraced 
slightly, a longer term perspective shows 
their dominance in driving the equity 
market higher over the past couple of 
decades.  Exploding levels of household 
debt, stable net interest margins and 
immaterial bad debt charges have been 
a powerful cocktail.  Although valuations 
are no longer wildly excessive and    
capital raisings have reduced risk, we 
expect the tailwinds for most of these 
key profit drivers to abate and the     
potential for headwinds to develop,    
particularly in bad debts, is significant.  

 

Given the changing demand in China, 
does this impact your current view on 
resources, in particular your view on 
the big miners? 

Whilst emotions on China and          
commodities are running high and are 
roundly negative at present, supply   
demand imbalances where they exist, 
should correct in the medium term as 
higher cost players leave the market.  
Major players such as Rio Tinto and 
BHP Billiton retain significant             
advantages due to their low cost       
resources, and these advantages will 
remain in place even in a lower demand 
environment.  Whilst China is suffering 
from excessive capacity addition and 
this will undoubtedly impact sustainable 
demand, valuations already reflect a 
pessimistic outcome and are back to 
levels more akin to the troughs of      
previous cycles.  

What has driven recent exposure to 
REITs considering the Fund has not 
had any exposure to this sector for 
some time? 

The addition of a relatively small      
exposure to REITs is reflective of    
reasonable valuations in a small    
number of REITs and a change in the 
relativity of valuations with other      
sectors than a belief that REITs now 
offer significant valuation attraction.  
With sectors such as healthcare       
continuing to rise sharply without   
commensurate earnings changes, our 
position changes are more reflective of 
other sectors becoming increasingly 
unattractive.  Across the spectrum of 
defensive, interest rate sensitive     
sectors, almost all have risen at levels 
far above that justified by earnings 
changes as falling discount rates    
dominate valuation moves. 

 

If the current conditions continue, 
should we expect your positioning 
to change? 

Share price momentum is at perhaps 
the most powerful level we have seen 
in the past couple of decades.  Nearly 
all of this momentum has been        
concentrated in defensive and financial 

“Although bank valuations 
have re-traced slightly…
the potential for 
headwinds to develop, 
particularly in bad debts, 
is significant.”  
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sectors as falling interest rates have 
been the overwhelming influence on 
asset prices in recent years.  Having 
been significantly underweight         
resource stocks at the peak of the 
boom, sharp share price falls across 
the spectrum of cyclical and resource 
related businesses have caused us to 
progressively add exposure in these 
areas given long term valuation       
attraction.  Valuations through the 
cycle are always the major driver of 
our     positions, and it is this focus 
that has cost portfolio performance 
dearly over the past couple of years.  
We will not be changing our approach, 
however, we will always endeavour to 
improve the reliability, accuracy and 
stability of these valuations.  

 

If we do reach an inflection point in 
markets, how will the strategy       
respond and what magnitude of    
outperformance could we expect? 

As noted above, interest rates remain 
the overwhelming driver of asset     
markets at present. We remain of the 
view that current levels are both      
artificial and destructive as they are 
encouraging speculation and financial 
leverage over productive investment.  
History would suggest this will prove 
unsustainable and significant         
deleveraging will be required.  Whilst it 
is nearly impossible to estimate how 
significantly valuation levels across 
sectors can shift in this instance, our 
current performance is more than    
reflective of how powerful the trends 
have been in the opposite direction.  

 

 

Fund Manager Biography: Martin Conlon – Head of Australian Equities 
Martin is Head of Australian Equities, overseeing the portfolio construction process for core Australian Equity portfolios, while also 
retaining analytical responsibilities for the Diversified Financials, Gaming, General Insurance, Life Insurance and Telecommunica-
tions sectors. Martin joined Schroders in 1994 and was promoted to Head of Australian Equities in 2003.  Prior to joining Schroders 
he was an accountant at Ernst & Young.  He holds a Bachelor of Economics from Macquarie University, a Graduate Diploma in   
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Relative performance has been weak over the last year, dragging down your 
longer term track record.  What have been the key reasons for               
underperformance?  

The overwhelming cost to portfolio performance over the past year has been the 
significant exposure of the Fund to both energy and materials stocks. Our focus 
on longer term commodity and energy prices results in valuations well above    
current levels, however, powerful downward trends in commodity prices have 
seen investors focus dominantly on short term earnings momentum over          
valuation. The reverse has been true in perceived defensive sectors such as 
healthcare, infrastructure and REIT’s, where falling interest rates have seen     
investors justify ever lower discount rates and ever higher share prices for these 
businesses, causing significant cost to portfolio performance from our underweight 
position in these sectors.  

Our typically contrarian philosophy has remained consistent over time and        
focusses on looking through the cycle and buying businesses trading below      
fundamental value. At times this has led to periods of short term               
underperformance. Our style means that we build positions early in the cycle, and 
reduce when assets become expensive, not typically following momentum. Back 
in 2007/08, we saw a similarly weak period of performance as we did not follow 
the momentum trade and maintained an underweight to Resources (and earlier 
REITs). Despite delivering poor returns over the shorter term, performance      
recovered as the market traded back in line with fundamentals. 

Acknowledging that relative      
performance is currently behind 
our objective, it is important to 
note that the underperformance 
has been concentrated in the last 
12 months. You can see from the   
table that only one of the last    
seven calendar years have been 
behind our objective (2-3%        
pre-fee).   

“Share price momentum 
is at perhaps the most 
powerful level we have 
seen in the past couple 
of decades.”  

Source: Schroders, Datastream,            
performance is pre-fees to 31 July 2015. 
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Rolling  Relative Returns of the Australian Equity Fund

Year Fund S&P/ASX200 Relative 

CYTD 6.1% 7.6% -1.6% 

2014 2.3% 5.6% -3.3% 

2013 23.3% 20.2% 3.1% 

2012 22.9% 20.3% 2.7% 

2011 -7.5% -10.5% 3.0% 

2010 3.6% 1.6% 2.0% 

2009 43.6% 37.0% 6.6% 

2008 -32.9% -38.4% 5.6% 


